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American fashion designer, music producer and creative director Virgil Abloh is
celebrating the debut of his own self-named brand with a jewelry line. Abloh has
held position of artistic director of Louis Vuitton’s mens wear collection since 2018.
“The idea is like high jewelry for all,” Abloh describes his vision for the line. “It’s a
crash –it’s a paper clip, but it’s also pavé diamonds made in a very specific
way.”[1]
Abloh has already found profound success in fashion as his first Louis Vuitton
designs, starting from March 2018, have already been more popular than LVMH
brand’s collaboration with Supreme.
Abloh plans to present his jewelry collection at “Floral Shop” at Hôtel Costes in
January. The pop-up store is to operate from Jan. 17-19. This is also the same time of
the men’s ready-to-wear and women’s haute couture shows in Paris.[2]
“I curated my favorite flowers, simple bouquets that can be bought, but I’m also
previewing high jewelry that’s of my own name, It’s not associated to Off-White per
se,” says Abloh, although he does plan to present his latest Off-White sneaker and
handbag designs during his jewelry line debut at “Floral Shop”.2
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Abloh first got his recognition as Kanye West’s creative director in 2009. In 2012, Abloh
founded Pyrex Vision, his first fashion brand. A year later, in 2013, he launched his
streetwear label Off-White. Abloh became artistic director of menswear at Louis Vuitton
in March of 2018. Abloh’s first show for Louis Vuitton had been described as “unlike any
fashion event in recent memory, with its anticipatory outpouring of goodwill,
For all its scale, it felt almost like a family affair,” by Business of Fashion editor-at-large
Tim Blanks.[3]
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